Irreversible electroporation for the treatment of localized prostate cancer: a summary of imaging findings and treatment feedback
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PURPOSE
Imaging plays a crucial role in ablative therapies for prostate cancer (PCa). Irreversible electroporation (IRE) is a new treatment modality used for focal treatment of PCas. We aimed to demonstrate what imaging modalities can be used by descriptively reporting contrast-enhanced ultrasonography (CEUS), multiparametric magnetic resonance imaging (mpMRI), and grey-scale transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) results. Furthermore, we aimed to correlate quantitatively the ablation zone seen on mpMRI and CEUS with treatment planning to provide therapy feedback.

METHODS
Imaging data was obtained from two prospective multicenter trials on IRE for localized low- to intermediate-risk PCas. The ablation zone volume (AZV) seen on mpMRI and CEUS was 3D reconstructed to correlate with the planned AZV.

RESULTS
Descriptive examples are provided using mpMRI, TRUS, and CEUS for treatment planning and follow-up after IRE. The mean AZV on T2-weighted imaging 4 weeks following IRE was 12.9 cm³ (standard deviation [SD]=7.0), 5.3 times larger than the planned AZV. Linear regression showed a positive correlation (r=0.76, P = 0.002). For CEUS the mean AZV was 20.7 cm³ (SD=8.7), 8.5 times larger than the planned AZV with a strong positive correlation (r=0.93, P = 0.001). Prostate volume is reduced over time (mean=-27.5%, SD=11.9%) due to ablation zone fibrosis and deformation, illustrated by 3D reconstruction.

CONCLUSION
The role of imaging in conjunction with IRE is of crucial importance to guide clinicians throughout the treatment protocol. CEUS and mpMRI may provide essential treatment feedback by visualizing the ablation zone dimensions and volume.

Focal therapy is increasingly being used for the treatment of localized or recurrent prostate cancer (PCa) with the intention to treat all significant (i.e., high-volume Gleason 6 or any Gleason 7) PCa lesions while minimizing collateral damage to adjacent vital structures (e.g., neurovascular bundle, urethra, urinary sphincter, and rectal wall). Of all available focal therapy modalities, irreversible electroporation (IRE) is a novel ablative modality based on electroporation (1). Cell death is induced by delivering high-voltage electrical pulses between two or more electrodes (2, 3).

The first phase I-I trials for localized PCa have shown the feasibility and safety of IRE (4–8). Good short-term functional preservation and oncologic control of the ablation zone has been reported (4–6), histopathologic confirmation of the ablation zone showed no residual tumor within the ablation zone in these patients. However, in the pilot study of Murray et al. (7), 4 out of 25 patients had residual tumor on biopsy 6 months following IRE, possibly within the ablation zone. It is challenging to determine whether the biopsy needle is within or adjacent to the ablation zone since grey-scale transrectal ultrasonography (TRUS) is not able to visualize the ablation zone (9) and multiparametric magnetic resonance imaging (mpMRI) at 6 months shows prostate deformations and no clear distinction between treated and untreated tissue (see below). Using the Likert scale (3–5), Valerio et al. (8) reported a suspicion for residual PCa on mpMRI in 6 patients (6/34), but only obtained histopathologic
Contrast-enhanced ultrasonography
For CEUS imaging an intravascular microbubble ultrasound contrast agent (SonoVue, Bracco) is combined with TRUS using an endocavity probe (Phillips IU22, Philips Healthcare, Bothell, USA). The detailed CEUS procedures are described previously (14). The prostate is visualized in 4 planes from base, mid-base, mid-apex to apex. Before each 2-minute recording a bolus of 2.4 mL ultrasound contrast agent is administered intravenously, followed by a 3-minute pause to allow contrast agent breakdown. These planes are recorded using the fusion device (Artemis, Eigen) and with prostate landmarks for future targeting or follow-up. Additional base-to-apex transversal sweeps and left-to-right lateral sweeps were recorded using CEUS to evaluate the ablation zone post-IRE. AZVs were 3D reconstructed with software (Amira, FEI) as described elsewhere (9). Contrast ultrasound dispersion imaging methods (CUDI) (16) were used for computer-aided quantified analysis and to provide maps of contrast CUDI parameters to identify regions of interest.

Transperineal template-mapping biopsies
TTMB were performed using biplanar TRUS-guidance in combination with template mapping using the same transperineal grid that is used for prostate brachytherapy (Bard). This technique is recommended for patient selection and follow-up after focal therapy (17). If mpMRI and/or CEUS showed lesions suspicious for PCa and fusion targeted biopsies were not obtained previously, additional targeted biopsies were taken using cognitive targeting during TTMB.

IRE procedure
All patients received antibiotic prophylaxis (Ciprofloxacin 500 mg, Bayer) and a transurethral catheter before the IRE procedure. Patients were under general anesthesia and positioned in the lithotomy position, the biplanar TRUS-probe and brachytherapy grid were used for electrode placement. The IRE procedure was performed using the NanoKnife™ IRE System (AngioDynamics). Three to six needle electrodes were used for each ablation, delineating the tumor. The electrode

Grey-scale transrectal ultrasonography
TRUS was performed in all patients for IRE procedure guidance and during TTMB. An ultrasound system (Preirus Hi Vision, Hitachi) with a biplanar probe (EUP-US33) was used. Prostate dimensions were calculated and both the entire longitudinal and transverse axes were visualized to assure a complete range of motion for needle placement.

Multiparametric MRI
MpmRI was performed using the PI-RADS v2 (15) guidelines on two different MRI scanners (1.5T AVANTO, Siemens and 3.0T Inge- nia, Philips). The detailed mpMRI procedures in both trials have been described extensively (9, 14). All mpMRI results were interpreted by a single specialized uroradiologist. If mpMRI and/or CEUS showed a suspicious lesion for PCa in biopsy-naïve patients or patients receiving repeat biopsies for active surveillance, fusion targeted biopsies were performed in the work up for the second trial. Lesions were delineated for mpMRI-TRUS fusion with ProFuse (Eigen) software and subsequently targeted using the fusion system (Artemis, Eigen). AZVs were 3D reconstructed with 3D reconstruction software (Amira, FEI) as described previously (9).

Main points
- Irreversible electroporation (IRE)-specific changes on imaging after IRE are demonstrated.
- Multiparametric MRI and contrast-enhanced US are strongly correlated with treatment planning and provide treatment-outcome feedback.
- Prostate volume reduction and deformations are observed on imaging after IRE.
position, active tip length (1.5–2 cm) and prostate dimensions were entered into the Nanoknife™ console which then calculated and displayed the 2D ablation zone. In total 90 electrical pulses were delivered between each electrode pair with a range of 1,500–3,000 V/cm, to obtain a direct current of 20–40 amp. A deep muscle relaxation agent (Rocuronium, Pfizer) was administered to prevent severe muscle contractions.

In a previous ablate and resect study it has been shown that all tissue within the electrode configuration was ablated (5). Therefore, we consider the area within the electrode configuration as the AZV. Treatment planning AZVs were measured as described previously (5), using image analysis software (ImageJ, FIJI), multiplied by the active tip length to calculate the AZV.

**Statistical analysis**

The correlation between the 3D reconstructed volumes of CEUS, mpMRI and treatment planning were visualized using a scatterplot (x/y). A linear regression analysis was performed including a Pearson correlation coefficient (r) as measures of correlation. Dependent variables were the volume on MRI/CEUS and the independent variable was the treatment planning volume. The error related to 3D reconstruction was calculated by dividing the AZV by the number of planes for both mpMRI and CEUS. However, for CEUS the errors were too small to display (high number of planes).

**Results**

As with other focal ablative therapies for PCa, mpMRI is used for patient selection and preoperative treatment planning. The exact demonstration of the location of the PCa lesion(s) is essential for the IRE electrode placement, in particular the relation to the neurovascular bundle, urethra, and bowel (Fig. 1a), as IRE ablation may affect these structures. Needle electrodes need to be placed around the lesion to guarantee effective ablation which has been shown to occur within the zone between electrodes (5, 18). To illustrate, in Fig. 1a the electrodes are placed around the PCa lesion seen on mpMRI (histopathologically confirmed with mpMRI-TRUS fusion targeted biopsies; PCa Gleason 4+3, >50%). In this patient CEUS identified the same lesion (Fig. 1b). TTMB can be used for patient selection and tumor localization in conjunction with mpMRI, if mpMRI is not available or to extensively sample the prostate to diagnose undetected PCa by mpMRI (19, 20). During the TTMB procedure suspicious lesions on mpMRI or CEUS can be targeted using either cognitive or system fusion.

Biplanar TRUS allows exact IRE needle placement using both transverse and longitudinal view with mpMRI-TRUS cognitive fusion (Fig. 2a, 2b) or TTMB-based targeting. The brachygrid is used for needle placement and to achieve parallel electrode orientation by horizontal fixation (Fig. 2c). Consecutive electrical pulses were delivered with IRE and these shocks are visible with TRUS (Video 1. See corresponding video/movie images at https://doi.org/10.5152/dir.2017.16608). By generating a high-voltage direct current between
each electrode pair, the potential difference required to split water molecules is reached (electrolysis). Electrolysis of water can be seen on TRUS as hyperechogenic regions within the electrical field (Fig. 2d). The concurrent oxidation of chloride is believed to contribute to the ablative effect with IRE (21).

The ablation zone 4 weeks following IRE is shown on T2-weighted imaging in Fig. 3a, characterized by an absence of contrast enhancement on T1-weighted dynamic sequence with a symmetric wall of reactive enhancement surrounding the ablation zone (Fig. 3b). Edema may be seen on T2-weighted imaging as areas with moderately increased T2-signal (Fig. 3a). At 6 months and 1 year, prostate deformations are observed, with low T2-signaling representing fibrosis (Fig. 3c, 3d).

CEUS visualized the ablation zone at 4 weeks following IRE as sharply demarcated nonperfused tissue compared with perfused tissue outside the ablation zone (Fig. 4a). At 6 months and 1 year, deformation of the ablation zone within the prostate was observed; however, treated areas could still be visualized as nonperfused areas (Fig. 4b, 4c).

Of the 16 patients that had mpMRI data available 4 weeks following IRE, 3 patients were excluded from analysis. In 1 patient the planned ablation zone was not correctly calculated due to a system error. The other 2 patients received an incomplete IRE treatment, one using 2 needle electrodes only with insufficient current output, whereas in the other case the inter-electrode distances were too far apart. The AZVs on T2-weighted MRI 4 weeks following IRE (n=13) had a mean (± standard deviation) volume of 12.9±7.0 cm³ and were 5.3 times larger than the planned AZV (2.4±1.7 cm³). The volumes on T2-weighted imaging and planning were positively correlated (P = 0.002) with a Pearson correlation coefficient of r=0.76 (Fig. 5a). The mean AZV for CEUS 4 weeks following IRE (n=8) was 20.7±8.7 cm³ and was 8.5 times larger than the planned AZV. When compared, the volumes on CEUS and the planning showed a good positive correlation with a Pearson correlation coefficient of r=0.93 (P = 0.001) (Fig. 5b). Due to the prostate deformations and fibrosis, the AZV on imaging at 4 weeks, 6 months and 1 year differ. To illustrate this, the AZV on T2-weighted MRI is 3D reconstructed in Fig. 6 at 4 weeks (9.75 cm³), 6 months (6.73 cm³) and 1 year (6.46 cm³) following IRE (n=1). At 4 weeks following IRE the prostate volume on MRI (n=15) is comparable with baseline MRI (mean increase, 4.4%±14.1%); however, due to the involution of the ablation zone the prostate volume on MRI at 6 months following IRE (n=6) is reduced with a mean reduction of 27.5%±11.9% compared with baseline prostate volume on MRI.

Residual or recurrent disease may be seen as a low T2-signal (Fig. 7a), asymmetrical enhancement on dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI (Fig. 7b), area with restricted diffusion on apparent diffusion coefficient maps and high signaling on diffusion-weighted imaging (b value >1000). Regions with focal early enhancement on CEUS within or outside the ablation zone may be indicative for residual/recurrent PCa (Fig. 7). The suspicious area on Fig. 7 was histologically confirmed to be PCa Gleason 3+4=7, 10%–50% (adjacent to the ablation zone).
Discussion

This report is the first to provide a descriptive overview on the use of mpMRI, CEUS, and TRUS for treatment planning, procedure guidance and follow-up following IRE for treatment of localized PCa. Unfortunately, no imaging modality is able to visualize the extent of the electrical field. Therefore, the extent of the ablation zone cannot be monitored in real-time. In a previous ablation and resect study it was shown that all tissue within the electrode configuration was ablated (5). Therefore, we considered the area within the electrode configuration as the planned AZV. We correlated the planned AZV with post-IRE AZVs on MRI and CEUS and found a strong positive correlation. However, the AZVs were larger than the treatment planning. This may be in line with whole mount histopathologic analysis, which showed an extended ablation zone 2.5 to 2.9 times the surface area within the electrode configuration (5). CEUS may show a stronger correlation with the planned AZV than T2-weighted MRI since the 3 mm slice thickness with mpMRI inherently causes less accurate volume measurements. In order to improve treatment monitoring, and thereby reduce damage to vital adjacent structures, a correct mathematical model for the extent of ablation zone or a real-time monitoring imaging modality is required. Until such an option becomes available, postoperative imaging is the only possibility to provide feedback on the planned AZV. As the AZV seen on T2-weighted MRI and CEUS 4 weeks following IRE correlated well with AZV on whole mount pathology (r=0.88 and r=0.80, respectively) (9), this could also serve as feedback on treatment effectiveness.

In a consensus meeting on the follow-up of focal therapy it was stated that mpMRI should be performed at 6 months and then annually up to 5 years following focal therapy (10). Currently, no long-term follow-up data is available on IRE for localized PCa, in particular no data correlating imaging and treatment outcomes following IRE are available (4–8). There is a critical need for the quantitative validation of mpMRI following IRE, evaluating the ability to detect residual or recurrent PCa by use of standardized follow-up biopsies. Until this data becomes available, descriptive reports must provide clinicians with an overview on what imaging modalities can be used and what information from imaging results can be expected.

Imaging is an important aspect for every step in an IRE treatment protocol, from patient selection, treatment planning, and treatment guidance to follow-up. Currently, none of the existing imaging modality is able to visualize the electric field, nor the precise real-time formation of the ablation zone. CEUS and mpMRI may provide essential treatment-feedback by visualizing the ablation zone dimensions and volume 4 weeks following IRE. Long-term reproduced data on the utility of CEUS and mpMRI following IRE are required to construct optimal imaging-based follow-up protocols.
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Video 1. Ultrasound imaging during the delivery of electrical pulses with IRE. https://doi.org/10.5152/dir.2017.16608

Figure 5. Graph (a) shows the correlation between the ablation zone volume on T2-weighted imaging and treatment planning with a Pearson correlation coefficient of r=0.76. Graph (b) shows the correlation between the ablation zone volume on CEUS and treatment planning with a Pearson correlation coefficient of r=0.93.
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